
Sharps Meeting May 22, 2023 

Attendees:  Tom S., Jerry H., Pam G., Bill A., Mary V. – Recording Secretary 

 

Tom filed the two required tax documents with the state.  He has a check from the last urn burial to get 
to Pam.  Jerry will connect with Tom for document swaps and will drop the check with Pam. 

A new urn burial is to occur on June 3 on the Stoops lot South section Row 20 Lot 10.  Foard is handling 
the ceremony and Mary will dig the hole once Tom confirms the proper location. 

Pam has had no further communication with the Sheriff’s office regarding the suspicious car seen last 
fall which has returned and was reported to that office.  She spoke with Mr. DeBusk who first reported 
the vehicle.  He stated that he had seen the car again as well.  Locals are keeping an eye on the site for 
the car and any other suspicious activity. 

No mowing bills have been received from Maddox yet.  Mowing has begun and the site looks good. 

One deed transfer from Juergens to his cousin Terry Gustafson, Center section Row 7 lot 11. That 
amended deed with a new number was sent to Jerry for the records update.  It was previously stated 
that the cornerstones would not need to be changed. 

Jerry had information from Aimee that her father would not be able to provide chains for the poles 
installed on the corners of the driveway.  It was agreed that metal chains would be best and could be 
obtained from Lowe’s or a hardware store.  Jerry will look into how much would be needed and the cost. 

Mary volunteered to work with Pam on the updating of the policies and procedures manual. 

There have been no new inquiries from the web 

 

Next meeting June 19th at 7 pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 


